Consumer use of over-the-counter proton pump inhibitors in patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease.
Optimal administration of proton pump inhibitor (PPI) for the treatment of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) requires consideration of meal timing. Since becoming available over the counter (OTC), no studies have assessed treatment patterns and symptom control in OTC consumers. The objective of this study was to survey dosing patterns and symptom control in OTC and prescription PPI users. Patients at five clinics were surveyed regarding diagnosis of GERD, use of OTC or prescription PPIs, information on time of day dosing, demographics, and Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease Symptom Assessment Scale (GSAS; 2001, Johnson & Johnson). Of the 1,959 patients surveyed, 610 (31%) used PPIs for GERD. Of these, 190 (31%) and 223 (37%) received prescriptions from gastroenterologists (GIs) and primary care physicians (PCPs), respectively; 197 (32%) purchased OTC PPIs. Of the patients prescribed PPIs by GIs, 71% were optimal users, whereas 47% of patients receiving prescriptions from PCPs and 39% of consumers used PPIs optimally (P<0.001 compared with GIs). GSAS symptom, frequency, and severity scores were significantly better in patients prescribed PPIs by GIs (all P<0.001, GI compared with PCP and consumer). GSAS symptom, frequency, and severity scores were also significantly better in patients using PPIs optimally (P<0.001 for all parameters) compared with those taking PPIs suboptimally or excessively. Patients receiving prescription PPI from a GI are more likely to be optimal users with better symptom control. Conversely, consumers are more likely to be suboptimal users with inadequate symptom control.